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Wright State University Dayton, Ohio

Tuition rise set
for fall quarter
By GABY FLOYD
Guardian Editor Emeritus

L

Reflection* of springtime.

Guardian file photo.

Foilowinq 'no confidence' vote

committee sources say. will be
needed to offset proposed pay
increases to WSU faculty, adminTuition will increase at Wright istrators and staff, and to allow
State University next academic the University, according to one
year, according to members of committee source, to "retain our
the Steering Committee of Aca- current level of student servicdemic Council.
es."
And though the Committee
" W e might as well be as
members will not vet predict the honest about this as possible."
exact amount of the tuition hike, said WSU Vice-President and
they contended the rate hike Provost and Steering Committee
should be ready for approval by member Dr. Andrew Spiegel of
the WSU's Board of Trustees at the tuition hike, "we will probabtheir quarterly meeting in June.
ly need the increase next year."
In meetings which commenced
" W e feel that faculty salaries
in January, the Steering Com- are of primary importance."
mittee has been reviewing the Spiegel continued. "Most state
University's proposed operating schools have already increased
budget for next school year.
their fees, and our (state) subAND THE TUITION increase. sidy just isn't sufficient tfor the
salary hikes)."
"FACULTY SALARIES just
haven't been able to keep up
with inflation." said yet another
committee source, "and it's berun more like a business and less coming increasingly difficult for
them to remain members of the
like a university. The restructuring and dropping of several basic middle class."
The committee, as part of its
courses left many students out in
the cold This, coupled with the historical role as watchdog of the
university's recent tuition hike, University budget, has heard a
number of proposals to keep a lid
bolstered the student dissent."
Jom Mendenhall. vice pres- on spending, including one pro
ident of the Student Association, posal. which reportedly is not
asserteu, "The action precip- receiving serious consideration.
The proposal would have all
determined, inside movement in- departments cut back on personnel
by ten percent.
volving people who were dissat"BUT I DOUBT whether we
isfied with President Pruis' selection as president and most of will have tr. lay off any personnel
the discussions were carried out next year." Spiegel said. "To
behind closed doers with the begin with, we don'f have anyBoard of Trustees. The students one we don't need urow."
The committee sources say,
did Slave an input to the board's
inquiry. Students who showed up has asked department heads to
tit the meeting without a formal review their budgets for the
invitation wete invited before the possibility oi internal austerity
cuts.
board So air their views."
Like Spiegel, committor memWetmore, in his recollection
of :he controversy at Ball State, bers ure undecided on .h« actual
the increase
said. "Pruis has bu£f a univtr- dollar amount
Rv't The Daily Guardian has
*it> that * i ! top >-av;< sm} he
barne^
that
the
committor will
didn't reaJi?* the distance that
had grown between himself and probably consider "cost of living" increase); from amttt* si* to
the faculty."
CHASiACTXRKlNG THE co- eigfc percent for faculty and
staff.
hesive factor, lie said. "Th*
(vr.u if the wage hikes are
faculty gained strength by beabsorbed by tuition increases
lieving in democratic principles
(See TUITION,' page 5)
and following them through."

Pruis resigns as Ball State prexy

By CHUCK MCCORMICK
Guardian Staff Writer
Two weeks ago the resignation
of President John Pruis of Ball
State University was accepted by
the university's board of trustees
after a controversial vote of "no
confidence" by the Ball State
University Senate (faculty) and
the Student Senate in December.
William Lindblatt. Bail State
faculty member and spokesperson for the faculty, said, "The
faculty was primarily behind the
pressure against the president."
UNDBLATT DESCRIBED the
Pall State Senate as a heterogeneous body of approximately
140, of which approximately 110
are faculty. The tally of the vote

He attributed the faculty dissent. which culminated in threats
of iob action, to Pruis' implementation of the Hayes Study, a
comprehensive restructuring of
administrative and faculty jobs
and pay scale.
THOMAS WETMORE, former
tenured Ball State faculty mem-

ber and currently a professor of
English at Wright State, elaborated on the effect of the Hayes
Study at Ball State.
"Some deans were receiving
less money than the bookstore
manager because the pay scale
was determined by hierarchy in
the number of people a person
had working under him."
Wetmore. who refused to parallel the Ball State action with
the "no confidence" resolution
passed by WSU faculty against
Andrew Spiegel, said, "the facts
should be examined for thetr
similarity."
SUE CLARK, president protem of Ball State's Student Association. said, "One of the primary objections the students Had
was that the university was being

ICC Chairer Linda Henry is
also dissatisfied with the report. " h ' s not what 1 was hoping
for. but 1 guess it's what I
expected. That's why we asked
from the very 'beginning for
someone else to /jo it."
Henry disagrees with some of
the material contained in the
report, pointing out a section
which said that Budget Board
Member Nclda Martinez sought
to explain the board by attendit-g
a meeting of ICC.
HENRY CLAIMS the state
ment is not true, and that
Martinez wanted to explain the
use of the rotary fund, not
Budget Board itself. The rotary
fund is available to ccmpus
groups on a loan basis.
Henry also questioned the date
oh the report. "It's dated the
sixteenth of March, but I didn't

get a copy of it today. I wonder If
even the date is correct oa it."
Both Pierce and He nry oS»iwjed to the f t t h a t Caucus was in
charge of the review of Budget
Board. Henry pointed out that
since Caucus appointed members
of the beard, it was natural that
Caucus wouldn't wsnt »o condemn them.
"I CAN SEE where it's going
to be very diffVuh for those who
appointed thera so *J>e first pi»ce
to go against themselves." said
Henry.
Beth Graham, a member of
both Caucus and Budget Board,
disagrees with ICC. "It seems
that in most government situations the appointing body does
the reviewing. ! doit'.' think ihe
fact we issued a favorable iep.itt
reflects in any way oa our
(Sac 'BOARD,' pajfo J)

against the president was 72-60,
according to the Ball Stale Daily
News.
Lindblatt said the vote of "no
confidence" included a "Bill of
Particulars, drawn up by the
state which listed the inadequacies under the former president." He asserted that "the
primary inadequacy was the lack
of communication between the
president and the faculty."

ICC blasts Caucus report

BY HEATH MCALPINE
Guardian Staff Writer

Student Caucus has issued its
report concerning the practices
used by Student Activities Budget Board in allocating funds, it
has left some dissatisified members on the Inter-Club Council,
the organization which originally
requested a review of the 'board.
"1 don't recognise it as a
viable document." said David
fVrse, ICC director of special
projects.
"THERE ARE statements
made in this report that are not
substantiated, not backed up."
said Pierce. "I don't understand
why this seems like a defensive
thing from Caucus. They can see
there are problems, but they
don't want to do anything about
them."

Wednesday
weather
Mostly sunny south and central Wednesday with partly cloudy
skies north. Highs wiK be in the uppe.' «0s north and upper 50s
south. Fair Wednesday night sad Thursday. The low Wednesday
sight will be in the low or mid 'Os wish high temperatures
Thursday in tht SOs north and cevttral and low 60s south.
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Carter aids the ties that bind
as Carter waved and 'hen came
down the stairs, embracing Perez
Latin style.
Mrs Carter and their daughter. Amy. 10. followed Carter
down the steps.
Pere* conducted Carter to the
slightly raised, red carpeted platform for the playing of the
national anthems. Carter placed
his hand over his heart during
the sounding of the Star Spangled Banner Perez. stood rigidly at
attention beside him.
OVER THE doorway to the VIP
lounge of the airport was a red.
white and blue banner proclaiming "Vienvenido President Carter v Sr<t." Welcome President
and Mrs. Carter
Four artillery pieces, on a
grass concourse between two
airport runways fired a 21-salvo
salute.
Spokesmen for both sides have
said Ihat the two presidents will
.•over many subjects in their
^
* thr>'e hours of talks Tuesday and
—
Wednesday
Thev will include
2 K F L P WANTED: Looking for * e l w r g y p o | j c j e s a n d o j | p r j c c s a
„ a part-time job. a place to ^ m u M i n a l i o n a l c f f o r ( h e a d e d b >
£ live, and good work o p e n ~ K „ h l l l u n , r , o s d l m c d a ( C a r i b
«» en^e too'' In hours per week.
|
** \2.~b per hour for a male
REMINDER
•» attendant to provide an ae- ^
Resident Assistant
£ counting student with daily •"
Applications for
w assistance in dressing, per- ^
1978-79 Hamilton
sonal hvgiene. transpoitation. *
meals, and weekly assistance
Hall staff are due
j- with laundry and light bouse "*
in the HH Office.
"* keeping. Will train Share a f,.
Room 102 bv 5:00
.« nil.' apartment close to W'SI •f
" t ail Hob al H78-2I29 or leave *
p.m. this Friday
note in ho* X.'>0r>
•*
CARACAS, Venezuela (UPI)-President Carter arrived today in
Venezuela on the first stop of a
seven-day. four-nation trip to
South America and Africa during
which he will begin a n.ajor effort
to strengthen U.S. ties to developing Third World Nations.
Venezuelan President Carlos
Andres Pere?, who has become a
close, personal friend of Carter's,
was waiting on the traditional red
carpet on this warm and sunny
day - the temperature was in the
80s There was tight military
security and no crowds were at
the airport, 40 miles outside
Caracas.
AIR FORCE ONE touched
down at Simon Bolivar International Airport at 1:14 p.m.
12:14 p m. EST to start Carter's
22 hour official visit !o Venezuela. A military guard of honor,
dressed in starched white sum
mcr uniforms, stood at attention

March 31.
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bean development, human rights
and Venezuelan inpatience with
an alleged U.S. soft line on
Nicaraguan strongman Anastasio
Somoza. The two leaders will
also discuss the stalled NorthSouth dialogue on aiding Third
World countries, the Panama
Canal treaties and Perez' concern
at interventionist tendencies in
U.S. modifications to them
PERE/. VISITED Washington
last year and returned for the
Panama Canal treaties signing
ceremony.

Bill aids EPA

COLUMBUS (UPI)-The Ohio En
vironmenlal Protection Agency
said Tuesday that 1,112,345 gallons of oil and gasoline were
spilled in Ohio last year, but only
682.012 gallons were recovered.
John Dobbins, chief of the
EPA's Emergency Response Office. said companies responsible
for the spills don't report them
quickly enough.
"THE AVERAGE reporting
time is 10 1/2 hours after the
spill occurs and then only 40
percent of the companies responsible bother to report.'' said
Dobbins. "The resi comes from
police and fire departments.
Dobbins .aid a bill currently in
the legislature would go a long
way in correcting ihc problem.
THE BILL would require com
panics to report spills imntediatcly.
"If ihis bill is enacted, a
substantial increase in product
recovery would occur" said
Dobbins.

Food Services

Qfye Daily (fcuarfcian

The World
from Unrted Press International

Begin calls for
peace talk
renewal

TFL AVIV, Israel (UPI)—Prime Minister Menachem Begin todaysent President Anwar Sadat a letter calling for renewal of direct
peace talks between Isreal and Egypt, government sources said.
He then came under fire from key members of Parliament for his
policy on peace moves.
On the military front, Israel's military command said its troops
captured the key Khardaly Bridge over the Litani River in southern
Lebanon and turned it over to U.N. troops after a brief shootout
with Palestinian guerrillas waiting in ambush.
BEGIN DISCLOSED HIS NEW approach to Sadat at a closed
door meeting of the parliament's foreign affairs and defense
committee, where his government's policies came under attack
from opposition Labor Party Leader Shimon Peres as well as
deputies from Ihc Democratic Movement for Change, one of the
partners in his coalition government.
The national radio described the exchange- in the committee as
"sharp."
Peres assailed Begin for repudiating Israel's acceptance of
I N. resolution 242 and refusing to make territorial concessions to
the Arabs in a Middle East settlement. Begin retorted angrily that
Peres' Labor party had failed to achieve peace despite its
readiness to pull nut of occupied Arab territory.
BEGIN SAID THAT DURING his reccnt talks in Washington the
Americans did not demand that Israel pull out its troops from the
occupied West Bank of Jordan. He upheld Israel's right to an
individual interpretation of I'.N Resolution 242, the basis for
current Middle Last peace finding efforts. He said the Arabs and
the Americans are entitled to their own interpretations.
Begin said Defense Minister Ezer Wcizman might go to Cairo in
an attempt to reocw direct Egyptian Israel negotiations. He also
indicated Foreign Minister Moshc Davan might go to the United
States soon m an effort to resolve the current crisis in relations
with Wa%hington.
,
Begin s letter to Sadat transmitted by the U.S. Embassy in Tel
\viv called tor a renewal of the momentum that stalled when the
parallel taixs ot foreign and defense ministers crumbled in
January, "he *>« e m m e t sources said.

HOURS OF OPERATION

ALLYNHALL
Monday through Thursday
Friday

7:30 a m - 9:00 pm
7:30 am --4:00 pm

CROCK POT

Monday through Thursday
Friday

7:30 am - 7:00pm
7:30 am - 3:00 pm

RATHSKELLAR

Monday Through Thursday
Friday
Saturday

1 \ :00 am - 10:30 rnn
11:00 am--12:30 am
6 ; 0 0 n m .. j 2: 30 am

UNIVERSITY CENTER CAFETERIA

Monday through Friday
7:15 am--10:00 am
11:00 am -2:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday 4:30 pm-6:30 pm
Brunch
1HX) am 200 Dm
Dinner
5:00 t>m 6:30 pm

Breakfast
Lunch

FACULTY LOUNGE

Sandwiches are available in Lounge

2:00 p m - 8:00 nm

FACULTY DINING ROOM 11:30am

Monday through Friday

1:30 pm

a

^

It s enc» all to make ycu break out in a c o l d sweat.
Keep trim al the cym with oart ot what you
i an ei»rn 'non;'"> by donating plasi ia
7 an< dally pin*
evening). M-Tb

pptesrna alliance
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Equal opportunity the goal of Affirmative Action
By I,OKA LEWIS
(.uartiUn Staff Writer
Since 1971 the Affirmative
Action Council has been working
to obtain equal rights for campus/minority groups.
The council helps in the formulation of hiring policy for the
different schools and departments. such as the nursing pro
gram It also protects minorities'
rights on campus. This includes
discrimination on the basis of
race/age. sex and handicaps.
"FORTUNATELY WE don't
have.any quotas...we're a public
instit'">n."
said
Alphonso
Smith, director of (he Affirmative
Action Council. " W e deal in
objectives and goals. In areas
where we are under-utilized,
where some sex. some race in
under-utilized, we have a responsibility to try and improve
the situation."

When a minority is not being
as represented as it could be in a
department, the council encourages the recruitment of people
from that minority. Sometimes
this means finding more effective
methods of attracting these students.
" W e try to anticipate problems
before they arise." said Smith.
THE. COUNCIL also handles
discrimination charges.
" W e are the internal machin
ary for dealing with discrimination complaints." he explained
"We try to solve them reason
ably, along the lines of establish
cd policy, that no one will suffer
any harm because of race. sex.
age..."
When a discrimination charge
is filed, the complaint is directed
to an Equal Employment Opportunity councelor, who will invest
igate. If no agreement is .•cached

Board
(continued from page 1)
objectivity. We could have just as
easily issued a negative report . "
Graham also explained the
delay in issuing the report as
being the result of not secretarial
help over spring break.
THE MATTER is now being
looked into by Elenore Koch, vice
president and vice provost for
academic support services.
"I'm a little disappointed that
ICC feels that more drastic mea-

sures have to be taken." said
Graham. "1 don't know what
would make them happy besides
removing the whole Budget
Board."
Koch said she will be asking
for input from the Caucus, the
ICC. and students from the
University Center Board. "The
students have a concern over the
Budget Board and they took it to
me. I'd like to talk with any
organizations that might be interested in the matter."

<1 this level, three members from
the Affirmative Action Council
are assigned to the case.
Usually if a student docs the
complaining, at least one student
will be on the committee. The
same applies to faculty and

appeal to the president since I've
been here (1971)."
If Ihe presidents verdict is still
unacceptable to the complaintant. it could become a civil
matter and be taken to a local
court.

unclassified staff
IE ONE OF Ihe parties is still
unsatisfied after the council has
made its decision the case can
be appealed to President Kegerreis. However. Smith said.
"We've only had one person

DEVELOPMENTSTUDENTDEV
U n d e r »he p r o v i s i o n s of t h e Family E d u c a t i o n a l
R i g h t s a n d P r i v a c y Act of 1974, a s t u d e n t nas t h e
r i g h t to w i t h h o l d t h e release of public i n f o r m a t i o n
to persons or i n s t i t u t i o n s o u t s i d e t h e U n i v e r s i t y .
P u b l i c i n f o r m a t i o n includes:
college, school, or division of e n r o l l m e n t
d a t e s of e n r o l l m e n t
class r a n k
degree(s) e a r n e d , If a n y
major
dates(8) of degree(s) e a r n e d
honors
P u b l i c i n f o r m a t i o n , as d e f i n e d bv t h e U n i v e r s i t y ,
is d i f f e r e n t from directory i n f o r m a t i o n - n a m e ,
a d d r e s s , a n d t e l e p h o n e n u m b e r of t h e s t u d e n t w h i c h is w i t h h e l d w h e n t h e s t u d e n t c h e c k s t h e
a p p r o p r i a t e box on a n y q u a r t e r ' s r e g i s t r a t i o n
form.
Any c u r r e n t l y enrolled s t u d e n t w i s h i n g to p r e v e n t
t h e release of p u b l i c i n f o r m a t i o n d u r i n g t h e
spring q u a r t e r s h o u l d complete a r e a u e s t form In
t h e office of S t u d e n t Development, 122 Allyn Hall.
no later t h a n Friday. March 31, 1978

DEVELOPMENTSTUDENTDEVELOPMEN

STUDENTS
A n e x p e r i e n c e in terror o n d suspense

Anyone Interested in opportunity to
work on Klrcher for Congress
Campaign can 461-1978
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Guilty before proven
One month ago there m u an emotional meeting in the Med
School Ampuheater At that time many charges were hurled about
the arrogant and arbitrary use of power Several people said they
had evidence of wrong doing, another said he had proof of criminal
acts
After the meeting the University was in an uproar What did the
vote of no confidence mean ' Where did this place the future of
our Executive Vice President and Provost Andrew Spiegel? In all
the huh-huh the reason the action was taken was forgotten.
Sobody was willing to come forward and make specific allegations
It was as if the man had been tried before a kangaroo court.
Yet there must have been substance to the allegations made at
the meeting or the majority of the faculty would not have voted in
favor of the no confidence resolution.
Monday. Malcolm Ritchie said he was preparing charges in
connection with this affair This is a much needed step. So man
deserves to be tried on rumor or innuendo But what is best in this
• ituation is that Ritchie is making sure the charges will be known
publicly This way those of us not privy to the counsels of the
rxei strive wing will know what is going on.
In this way. if the charges which have been made are true, there
would he no possibility of a cover-up.
If they are false. Andy Spiegel will have gotten his day in court..
This is the least anyone involved in a situation like this deserves

Caucus keeps Morris
Student Caucus seems to have thrown in the towel in its efforts
to investigate the membership of the Student Activities Budget
Board w huh will. w all likelihood, remain the same
The removal of Michael Moms from the board, proposed by
Inier-club Council late last quarter has fallen through AS well as
others in question But then again, how can or.e expect Caucus to
hand down a fair judgement when several Budget Board members
sen-ed as Caucus representatives in the past or are currently
involved in the organization, as is the case with Beth Graham
{Graduate Studies representative to Caucus].
Objectivity is a difficult, and often a touchy subject, particularly
w hen mends and former fellow- workers are involved.
In addition to their lack of aciton on ICC s request to remove
Morns Caucus refused to look into the procedure by which Budget
Board allocates fundsWhile the group should he conscientious regarding the
distribution of money , it appea-s that Budget Board has decided to
submerge themselves in making judgements by trying to delve
int" the organizations workings then making the decision as to
the worthiness of funding ft stead of evaluating a budget request
tor w hat it is. the board would rather stick its nose mto situations
that they unquestionably have no authority over.
ICC Member David Pierie claims Budget Board has overstepped
its boundaries by making value lodgements "on things its
members know nothing about. " which could quite well he- the
case And while the hoard s grilling of organization representatives may be m an attempt to learn more about is practices and
inner workings, they should not become invohfi in try ing to set
policy for that student group The decision to allocate or not to
allocate money to an organization should he based soleh on the
number of students who will benefit from that particular dole nut
am the quality " of the group or Us product
If Budget Board it in actuality trying to erase its image nS a
so-called rubber-stamp. " they are going about it in the wrong
manner Their intimidating way i and third degree questional* w jl
not do the trick
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by Tom Vondruska-

A rose by anyother name ..
One must cry at the death of a child A child
is an unknown quantity. When one is killed
there is no way to know what that child -vouM
have done. Al! that can be done is to cry when
its body is lowered into the grave.
Two weeks ago a child was buried in Israel.
At five, the child was the youngest victim of the
vicious Palestine Liberation Organization attack
on the road to Tel Aviv.
At the same time tears are being shed over
!he death of this child, weep also for the
children killed in the vicious Israeli assault on
so-ithere Lebanon
There are people who would say there is a
difference between these two events, that the
attack of the PLO was somehow different than
the reprisal by Israel Israel is different, it is
said.Israel has a right to exist.
Yet there is one thing which cannot be
denied; children were caught in the crossfire of
adult's egos. They died for something they,
because of their age, could not comprehend
What is the difference between these two
forces in the Middle East. Both have used
terrorism; Israel in the fourties and the
Palestinians in the Seventies. The PLO is held
as the vilhar in this current drama. It is their
acts which we heat about. It is much harder to
remember the terror felt by the people in the
King David Hotel when it s i s dynamited by
the trgun in '."MS.
TBI: PLO IS wry familiar item lo almost
at.--.me who pays attention to world events
iooav. but what is tne Irgim? The Irgun was a
grcjp of Jews who were committed to the
foftnatwn of the state of Israel at any cost. In
the attempt to torn the .-ate of Israel by
Mowing up the King Dai ... Hotel about 'X*
}*ople were killed. This makes 'he toll in th>'
raid on the road to Tei Aviv pale in contrast
This aci, master minded by Menahem Begin
killed three times as man/ people as (hi PLO
did on that infamous Sunday night
But israe! is different Begin himself does
not 'think he was a patriot working for ihe
to.-man.in of his homeland which had been
wrestied froj.i his people many years ego. He is
net a terronu. but Yassar Arafat is.
Imagine asking Arafot if he is a terrorist The
attswet
probably no; he is a patriot working
ts free his homeland which was wtestled from
his people 30 years ago.
THERE IS NO way in which ;he recent PLO
attack can be rationalized, it is a hideous act for
which no punishment could He too great Yet
'•he reaction of Israelis not held ia tne light, h
• as 8 nstion prelecting it's sovereignty *g»wst
an outside invader But does this explain why
the gunboats of the 1st sell Navy bombarded
l».me» *n!iijj[ the shore near lyre? This was

well documented by the electronic media
during the fighting. Does it eiplain why wire
service correspondants reported the heavy
bombing of residential area? The Israelis said
they were bombing military targets, but as the
case of Vietnam, those military targets were
hard to find.
Many people throughout the world were
outraged by the events which have transpired
in the past few weeks, among them the
Palestinians of the occupied West Bank. It is
the Israeli reaction to this which is most
interesting. To stop these demonstrations the
government has threatened to cut the water
and power to pre-dominantely Palestinian
towns. In one case, as reported by the journal
Herald Monday, they nave even levied a
collective fine against all Palestinians living in
the Gaza Strip.
HOW FAR THE ISRAELIS have come since
the Second World War. They have given many
lives fighting for a homeland so they could be
free from oppression which manifests itself in
ways such as the levying of collective fines and
punishments.
Last December Anwar Sadat went to Jerusalem in an effort to make peace and was
.ilayed for a foal by the Israelis. They were
•rilling to reoeive the victory which Sadat
handed them but mat was all. If a decision was
10 be made about who had a bigger dispute
with the Jews it seems jt would be the
Fijyptians. They were willing to make concessions because they n?ed peace but the Israelis
play f-.«tsie about ir.akitig concessions to the
Egyptians.
BEGIN iS ABLE to dn this because he does
n t need pecce as ba.1!y i.s Egypt He doesn't
have to worry abo.,i straining his national
economy since he will be supplied hand and
foot with American aid.
In fact Begin might not want peace. War has
historically bound nations together with a
common purpose. Take away the outside threat
and the common purpose could be lost.
This is just an off the wall theory . What is
not theory is that the efforts ol the pro-Israel
lobby in Washington have blinded us to an
objective opinion of what is taking place over
there.
We have been blinded by the knee-jerk
reaction of many of those who favor Israel to
l»bel those who begin to ask questions about
this conflict Anti-Semetic. To say that the
Palestinians may have a legitimate grievence
against the Israelis places makes many think
that you will be marching with the Nazis in
SkoHie.
In the em*, it is hard to say who is right, if

(See •iSNAfcl", w
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Have We Got A Show For You

Cheap thrills movies for $1

In these days of the 20 cents
randy bar. $8.50 concert tickets,
and 425 levis. the UCB movies
are definitely one Of the best
bargains around.
For the price of SI 00. you can
enjoy popular, recent films,
shown weekly in 112 Oelman
Hall. Candy and Crackcrjacks is
also sold for those film-goers who
get nuinchie attacks!
UCB Cinema has lined up a
blockbuster spring quarter for
your film going entertainment
Be sure not Co miss any of these
great, upcoming flicks!
Starting off the season is thi
academy award winning fill
"One Flew Over Ihe Cuckoo
Nest." starring .lack Nicholson in
Ihe role that earned him an
Oscar. This touching, often siart
ling look at life in a mental warii
is a must see film! Catch it April
*' of H.
Coming up April 14 15 are tw.
powerful rock films. "Janis-th<
Way She Was." and "Jinn
Hendrix."
Next, a double feature for
Sherlock Holmes fans, "The Sev
en Percent Solution" and "The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Smarter Brother." These hilarious Holmes films w ill be shown
April 21-22.
The weekend of April 28 29
features a thriller. "Marathon
Man." The- film stars Dustin
Hoffman as a graduate student
caught up in international intrigue and Sir I aureus- Olivier in

a brilliant performance as a Na/i
dentist-who likes to work without
anesthetics!!
Beginning the month of May.
UCB Cinema presents the electrifying film " The Exorcist." The
chilling special effects and tcrrifying realism make for gripping
entertainment you won't soon
forget.
A big event is scheduled for
May 12-M the Science Fiction
Film Festival 7 that's right-7fantastic flicks for all you sci-fi
buffs out there!! Stay up into the
wee hours enjoying science-fittioii classics like "The Thing."
"Forbidden Planet," "The Day
The Earth Stood Still." "Planet
of the Apes," "Invasion of the
Body SnaUhirs," "Silent Running," and "The Andromeda
Strain."
"Alice Doesn't live Here Anymore" and "Three Women" w ill
be shown May 19-20. Be sure not
to miss these two well made and
highly entertaining films.
John Wayne fans w ill enjoy the
last show of the quarter. May
26-27. when UCB Cinema offers
"The Searchers" and "Rio Bra

So there's Center Boards film
lineup for Spring Quarter If you
need a break form IK study
grind. i>r just want good enter
tainment for only a buck, come
on down to 112 Oelman The film
series is for YOU--tope to see
you there!!

Coffee, Tea and
Great Entertainment
Coffeehouse entertainment has
hit Wright State and the audi
cncc is growing as strong as 'he
coffee. With exotic coffees, teas
and pastries, now you can enjoy
an intimate fireside atmos
pherc listening to acoustic guitar,
banjo and folk singing So whether you don't feel like going to
the She's Drir.t N' Drown, or
you're out on campus for Sunday
evening meetings, stop in at the
Lower Hearth Lounge in the
University Center for great entertainment at a price you can
afford- namely, free.
Coffeehouses are scheduled
the first Sunday of every month
during the spring quarter and
run from 8 p.m. to II p.m.
featuring up and coming local
talent-just think, you may be
watching the future Jim Croce's
or James Taylors of the world.
On Sunday, April 2 guitarist,
songwriter and singer Connie
Buckenroth will be featured in the
Coffeehouse. A recent graduate
at Wright State. Connie is a

familiar figure out on campus,
appearing regularly at the Rath
skeiler. Playing 12 string guitar,
she has been performing nonprofessional^ for years, first around
the Athens. Cliio area singing
her original music. While her
major influence in songwriting
comes from the songs of Peter.
Paul and Mary. Connie's songs
are very personal and emotionally charged. Folk music like hers
should not be passed by.
Sunday. May 7, guitarist Jim
McCutcheon will appear in the
Coffeehouse Series. Another familiar face on campus. Jim has
piaved regularly at the Rathskcl
let. on UCB picnics and havrides
and has given many master
classes out here. Showing his
classical guitar side, he also
appeared in the I9T7 Madrigal
Dinner playing lute music from
the Middle Ages. Jim also appears frequently at the Minks Inn
at UD and the Blind Lemon in
Cincinnati. Last year after showcasing ?.t the Ohio NECAA Cof-
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°IANET OF THE APES

WOMEN

Guareenteed to satisfy movie freaks of all walks of lifes, UCB
Cinema has a wide variety of films for spring.

A gift shop in your backyard
Have you ever found anything
in a Hollow Tree? Have you ever
looked? If your answer to either
(or both!! of these questions is
no. you should definitely check
out the Hollow Tree Gift Shoppe.
Located in 02.1 of the University Center. The Hollow Tree
serves as an outlet for the
creative talents of the Wright
State community
Art faculty and student -bring
down your work!! Anyone with
crafts, etc. to sell is urged to stop
by and make arrangements to
put their items on the Hollow

ConnJe Bwkenmth
feehouse Showcase. Jim has
played at many colleges in !h?
Ohio Area. Currently he is appearing at the Peasant Stock in
Dayton at the Town and Country
Shopping Center.
Finally, the last in our Imr uj'
is Jerry Newport from Sp-ing
field appearing Sunday. June 4
With 14 years experience playing
guitar and banio, Jerry has come
a long wav from his first perforPald Advertisement

Tree shelves. All merchandise is
sold by consignment only.
If you don't have anything to
sell, but an- looking for something different for a friend, or
yourself. The Hollow Tree is the
shop for you! It's the perfect
place to find a unique for that
guv or gal who has everything!
Among the large selection of
items arc macramc. art prints,
jewelry, pottery, wood crafts,
plants, decorative pillows, and
much much more!
Need tickets? Ihe Hollow free
Boy Office has them for the

lerrv Kxmpart
iname it the Yellow Gvich Saloon. He has since plavrd at the
Folklore Center in SeattJe Wssh
ingtoc, the Hickory !.\n. the
Holiday Inn. and Agatha s. ail in
Springfield, and is currently
playing at Beef and Liquor. Jerryis a music therapist as the
Greene County Menter Health
Center. Finally, playing a 5
string banjo, which he teaches at
Kincaid's Music, and amnstv

University Center Board events.
Inter-Club Council cve.its. the
Artist Series, and entertainment
around the area.
If you've never visited the
Hollow Tree (.ill Shoppe. you
should drop ,n and see what
you've been missing! The Hollow
live is open in serve YOU.
during the convenient hours of 11
a.m.-4 p.m.. Monday-Friday, or
call R7.1 ''IKI h.r an appointment
Kemembervou never know
what II might find in a Hollow
Tree!!!

JIIB M c C u t c h e o n

guita:, along with his original
•unes Jerry really enjoys the ie
music of James Taylor and Kenny Loggins. When discussing
music as entertainment Jerry
feeis "It's one thin^ to play good
music, bat it's another thing to
have your personality come across to vour audience."
Well, put, Jem-. Bv the way,
can I have anothec cup of coffee?
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Count Your Fingers
A girl roams through the
audience signing autographs
The name she signs is Ann Margret. Another girl types on the
head of a girl w ho thinks she is a
typewriter. Every time she hears
the carriage hell, she slaps the
"typewriter" on the ear and
sends her head rolling.
A scene from a strange new
movie? No. its just pari of a
session in hypnotism conducted
by Chicago hypnotist, Larry Garrett Hi/arre enough to convince
the most stringent skeptic, performer. hypnotist, and educator.
Larry Garrett will be performing
<is part of the "Greatest Show On
Earth" this Friday March .'I
And hts show is truly a great
show
l>\ an experience you won't
want to miss- conic and be one of
his "victims." Larry may steal

your belly button, have you act
like the Lone Ranger, or ask for a
date with the stranger next to
you.
Larry has studied hypnosis at
the National Hypnosis Institute
in Arlington Heights. Illinois. Hepractised therapeutic hypnosis
for four years and has taught
numerous physicians and psychologists the art of hypnosis and
how they can use it in their
professions. Founder of the Academv of Hypnosis and Parapsychology in Chicago. Garrettalso teachers at several colleges.
Hut what he likes to do best is
performs at colleges.

•*

At a recent performance. Lam
hypnotised twenty volunteers
Irom the audience. Some were
told to forget their names, they
did. Some were told their swea-

w: w

Couu aud iiyoy uite of (he moot hUartou* movies on living In
New York City with Oeorge Segal and Ruth Gordon teaming up as
an unlikely mother and son team. Segal Is a New York lawyer
whose main problem Is mama. Senile, yet In superb health, she Is
an albatross around his neck, particularly when young girls are
around him" Written by Carl Reiner, "Where's Poppa?" will be
showing continuously at the Pay One Price Night,

tc»s were inside out; they reversed them.
One girl was told by Garrett
the number the number five was
no longer "part of her vocabulary." She was then told to count
her fingers, producing hilarious
results. "One. ..two...three...four
...six... seven...eight... nine... ten
eleven.' she countcd. "Eleven."
asked Garrett, "how did you do
that?" "I don't know." she
replied and tried again, counting
on each hand, then adding the
totals together. "Twelve " she
finally decided. "I have two more
fingers than I thought 1 did."
"How many do you usually
have?" asked Garrett. "I don't
know, she said. "I didn't count
them before I came up on
stage."
Be prepared, guys.

u r n liaiKll, Mr.
himaelf, will be appc-iing In tiic
Allyn Hall lounge Friday . Mar. 31 at noon as a sneak preview to
his big show that exening at fay One Price Night.

Classes you won't want to skip
Has that nifty course on "Crystallography and Optics" got you
down? What about that great one
on "Quantitative Methods for
Business Decisions?" Yeah, and
the old "Evolution of American
Industrial Society" just isn't
turning out the way you'd hoped.
Well, it's time to break away
from the normal academe of
everyday life and get into some
really stimulating subjects. Let
UCB show you the way!! The
University Center Board's Mini
versity Series is offering this
spring non-credited courses and
demonstrations on such off-thewall subjects as disco dancing,
prison life, college banking and
hair care (lasses still in the
making are "back-packing, massage. crafts, mixology and bellydancing and we're still looking
for your ideas on new classes!!
Just call them in at any f these
phone numbers 873 2700. 873or ft'3-2329 or stop in at the
University < enter Board Office

So lor what's on the schedule
for this quarter is. first off.
Prison Life, running on the four
Mondays ol April. April b
through 2? at 4:30-5:30 p.m. in
041-043 045 of the University
Center. It will lie taught byDaw ay nc Wilson and is free of
charge so stop by!!
Disco dancing w ill be a big one
on the line-up. All you aspiring
John Travolta's out there, this is
your big chance!! Taught by Rob
Kerg and Terri Calhoun. Wright
State's own swinging disco couple. it will be on the four
Wednesday nights of April, running April 21 through May ,V
The time each evening will be 7-4
p.m. HI rooms 041-043-045 of the
University Center and costs $5.00
per person Help put these two
starving college kids through
school! Sign up today!
Mr. Parker and David Darr will
put on a one-day workshop on
Wednc-dj. A, cil
on College
Banking Find out all the in's and

out's of checking and savings
accounts, student loans and a loi
more. It w i'l be 2-4 p.m. in rooms
041-043-045 at the Center and it
is free'.
There is a great chance to get
a free haircut or style! Come to
the Hair Care demonstration on
Tuesday. April 18 at 7 p.m. in
rooms 043-045 of the University
Center. Robert Cebate and Carmen Riviello w ill be there to tell
you all about special techniques
to keep your hair on your head
and looking great longer! It
s f r t f at ? p.m. and goes on until
the last curl has been dried and
brushed into place! So stop
in-it's also free!! There will be a
Special Dorm Only Demo on
Tuesday. April 11 a< " p.nt.
All information is available at
the Hollow Tree Gift Shoppe 11
a.m.-4 p.m. daily. Stop in and
Vnn up for the .'asses of your
choice of call 873-2900.
Let college teach you more
than how to split an atom

Let me take you away from it ali

Spring is the tulle to run
barefoot through the park, frolick
in the sun anil rejuvenate the old
Nines from winter worries And
what better way is there to do all
that than to go on University
Center Board", whirlwind "lake
Me Awav From It All" lours?
and have we got a deal for you!"
Ever ttecn to the Kentucky
Derby? All the cra/incs* ot Billy
Beer, the Mardis Gras and
Fourth of July all rolled into one
big weekend!!' This year, in
stead of hasscling with finding
the only available parking space
in a 5 mile radius of the track,
sleeping with "5 people stuffed
in a VW van or waiting to use lh.'
Port A-John for one and a half
hours, go in alyle with the
University Center Board. UCB >
travel. Tournament rod Rectca
iron is sponsoring a trip May 4-"*
to ihe Kentucky Derby We
provide transportation. Deri v
admission and lodging for on i2H (K)
No come on and relax, leave
ihe •)<!' ing up to the tenter

Board ami reside in UCB's luxury tent at the derby. It accom
modates 1~5 people and will he
only a hl.v.k away from the
rest rooms Relish ihe privledgcs
offered to von as our guestsshower and bathroom facilities,
charcoal gr'lls (or cooking, water
and electricity Have all the
comforts of home' UC B will even
provide coffee .tin! do-.iglim.!*.
each morning plus Kentucky
Derby Information Packets
The Derby itself is on the sixth
o! May. On May 5. a rock concert
ill be held. Purchase of concert
' • kets are extra.
So sign up now!!! We can only
ke 34 people and reserved
•pace is going fast!!! Departure
will take place at 12 noon May 4.
1978, from Wnghi State and we
will return to school on Ma** 7
around 4 p.m.
let the UCB Travel Agency
take you in style to the Derby,
Get your friends and come on
down to the Hollow Irec titivated
in the lower level of the WSU
i.iuycl sily CtllU Ii, sign up and
vou're ready for a great trip!!

For more information call Kob
Kerg in the UCB office ai
8'3-2 7 00 or leave a message al
*"3-7329.
N* e also have a trip for those
souls who love to have their
bodies bruised and battered.
\ctuallv it's nol as kink\ as it
sounds. UCB is just bringing to
ufli the opportunity to challenge
ain brave the rough water-, of
the Cheat River, in West Virginia. white water rafting. Vhc trip
is on May 21. I>>78 anrt the cost
is S30.tXI
Experience the thtiil of white
water rafting! Defy nature! in
the midst of raging waters, sit
hack, light up a cigarette and
pretend vou're the rugged sophisticate of a Lucky Stripe ad
What a challenge!
A car caravan will leave
Wright State Saturday. May 20.
in the morning and arrive in
West Virginia that afternoon. We
will camp overnight tat approximately SI head entra). You must
provide your own tent and cooking out dinner is aiso on your
own. Sunday morning the rafting
P*kl AdvertiM-mem

trip begins at 8 a.m UCB will around I2 p.if;. with beer -n our
provide breakfast that morning, he,.ic., « smile on our lips and
displaying ihe charcoal cullinarv
hopefully a victory on thr roster
skills of Roh Kerg, and lunch :'.r; rickets, as always, arc on sale at
the river will be provided In
the Hollow Tree
xppalachian wilclwater. The raftma trip will last six t ; , seven
hour, with guide, and end around
Make sure anil chcc
into
t p.r t. I ransportatior home is other events sponsored by UCB's
up to you.
Travel, fornatmms and RecreaSign up for the trip at the
tion. Als.> planned thin Spring is
Hollo" Tree-th-.- trip is limited
j bike hue to John fl' van State
to ihirtv people sc. come on down
Park. UCB will provide refreshsoon' for more information stop
ments and a ride bjck to school
in at the University Center Board
in a i an for those xx ho can't make
Office 10-18 University Center) or
it cycling both ways
call the Bo* Office v. 8"t.2%<).
Box Office houis art II a.m.-4
Other events mis quarter inp.m. daily nnd is also iocale.1 ir
clude a frisbce throwing contest,
the tower level of the University
and a Iwvride. So this year don't
Ccntei.
!c' spring see you indoors. Get
out and awav from the books and
May 5th is the day the Big Red flou re scent lighting every once in
Machine takes on the Montreal awhile. Escape on one of UCB's
Expos, and UCB can make sure
"take Mc Away From It AH"
you arc there!! Leave the driving tours is as close as a step at the
'.o us for S5.00 and we'll throw in Hollow Tree Box Office!! For
a game ticket in the green seats further details about these and
Si free refreshments on the bus!! any other UCB even'., stop in ihe
We'll ieave Wright State around UCB office, the Hottuw Tree .»i
4 p.m. on May 5 and return call M7.V2700.

PaU Adserthement

'Greatest Show
on Earth' at WSU

In keeping w ith the tradii ion of
power packed entertainment for
only a buck. the University Center Board brings you truly tfte
Greatest Show on earth, or ai
least the Wright State Campus.
Pay one Price Night, this Friday.
March 31 from 9 p.m. to i a.m.
Hypnotists, magicians, disco
bands, bellydancers, movies and
all the wine, women and song
you can handle...for only one
dollar. Dance to the hottest dicso
band from Chicago. "George
Fiber and Stronghold." Hustle
ih.- nurndo ne»t to vou under a
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hyphotic trance of Larry Garrett.
Be totally mystified, intrigued
and horrified bv the Amazing
Shatters' fire eating, escape artists and magic tricks. Watch
Ruth Gordon and George Segal
get down in the movie "Where's
Poppa?" And if that isn't enough. there's beer, bellydancers. canmcl apples, cartoons,
pretzels, peanuts and popcorn.
Be there the greatest show on
earth only comes along once a
year and this is it. Friday. March
31 in the University Center from
1 to 1 a.m.

The Ama/lng Shaners will highlight Pay One Price Nlgbt with their magical and mystifying show.
The old bird our of the hat trick will look tame compared to what they have in store for you Friday
March 31.

He could be your
next door neighbor

0b> louslv caught up In the asthetlcs of middle eastern cultural
lancing, this fan In the stand gels front row seat action.

Bill Shancr is a man who can
best he described a*, being "all
tied up in his work." Disguised
as a mild mannered agent for
Manufacture's Life, in reality
Bill lives for the times he ran cut
loose and become Super Shancr.
the ama/ing magician.
Shancr will be bring'" g his
feats of magic to WSU. v icn he
will perform during Pay One
Price Night. Along with his
magic act. Shaner will also be
bringing his amazing family. The
whole family appears regularly
as the Rcnahs (Shaner spelled
backwards) as well as individually. Son Mark, age 14. eats fire,
and has his own act with a boa

constrictor.
Sixtccn-vcar-old
( rain prefers magic, but is also
very good at lying around on
beds of nails. And Steve. 18. is
working with his father on cscapeologv. In fact. Steve joined Bill
for one of Bill's most spectacular
stunts, escaping from a straight
jacket wnile handing upsidedown Iron; a crane 60 feet in the
air. In preparation for the diffi
cully of concentrating while up
side down, father and son did all
their television watching for
weeks before Ihe stunt while
standing on their heads.
Some of Bills' other extraordinary arts include being buried
alive, jumping off a bridge in

l)a\t.>n while bound in 30 feci of
chains secured h> 8 metal locks,
and putting a length of thread
and 20 sharp needles into Ins
mouth, laking a drink of water,
and in a matter of seconds,
extracting the needles from his
mouth threaded onto the string.
This last illusion required 7 years
of work to perfect, and Shaner
has been hospitalized twice as a
result of its execution.
During POP. Bill and b.is
family will be performing continuously. Dot. t forget to drop by
and catch the act. I; might be one
of the most exciting things you
see all year!

Technical advisor brings 'Close
Encounters of the Third Kind' to WSU
On May 15. 1978, UCB Lectures is bringing tl.e technical
advisor to "Close Encounters of
the Third Kind" to Wright State
Dr. J. Allen Hynek, known as
?his planets leading expert on
UFOlogy. will be speaking at 8
o.m. in the gym.

Have you ever heard of the Air
Force's Project Blue Rook? If you
ia\c. tor even if yo..
en't)
-ome and sec Dr. Ilvne» -vho
was astrological consultant
ihe Air Force on their UFO
studies. Learn what Blue Book
was, and *hy it was declassified.

Hear about the sightings ihe Air
Force claimed to identify bui
actually did not. Find the anser
to the questions "What is the
I TO Experience?". "Do ibese
•>ti>ects favel across galaxies-appear and disappear?." "What is
the nature "f the intelligence
bch-nd this phi , nmeticri?" See if
Dr. Hynek can a.'swc, afty questions yaa Bii<'iT have thought of
when you w ere alone on & dit.'fc
• and stormy nigh' The answers
might surprise you.
Dr. Hynek is currently a processor of asirtvnomy at North
western University, and Director
ol I he Center for UFO Studies
Evansion. Illinois. H< has also
written three popular books on
Ihe UFO phenomenon
t o m e and see tHc "Galileo of
UFOlogy." Whet you leare may
excite you, annoy you. or even
scare you. But wt guaraMee-yoa
won't be able tc forget it!
Tickets for the lecure are on
sale ai tne ko»-.:- Tree Box
Office new The Box Office is
open dally II a.m.-4 p.m. and is
located on the lower level of the
University Center, or call ar.d get
all the information. 873-2900.
Prices of tickets arc $1.50 for
students. $1.00 for Wr.gfct Stair
faculty and staff and senior
citizens and $2.50 general
Paid Adsertlseinenl

Bringing too the beat la sound at Psv One Price will be "George
Fatter and Stronghold." Coming out of Chicago, Illinois, George
Falser Is billed a* one sf the nations hottest dlv o hands appearing
In the pHSt year, They'll be playing round ihe clock In ihe
Univenlty Center Cafeleri* *o gel ready to shuffle those blue
suecfo sb-.es!! All part of Ihe "Creates! Sho'
I a.-th."

„
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Rat out of control

What do you do with all those
Friday nights when vou don't
have to work at Domino's Pizza
and don't quite feel like heading
down to Joe's Bar? The Univtrsitv Center Board has gi>t vimething lined up for vou--and it's
getting out of control! Rathskellar entertainment should be on
.op of your list this spring
quarter
To get things off on the right

foof. the Rathskeller will be
jumping Friday. April 7, with S.
O. S. performing from 12 noon to
.1 p.m. How's that for getting you
primed for the weekend? Get it
started off the right way by
enjoying the beautiful sounds of
S.O.S., not to mention a little
hard-core rock'n roll!
Rumor has it that J.T.S. Brown
will also be appearing in the
Rathskellar during the spring

One of the happy patrons of Rathskellar's reduced beer prices
out of control. With a smile like that, a belly dancer must not he
too far away!

quarter. Keep your eyes glued
for flyers and we'll let you knowas soon as possible so you can
put it on your calendar.
And now all you Gong Show
freaks, have you ever thought of
making it big one day? Have we
got the big break you've been
waiting for! If you think you can
sing, dance, hum. or whatever,
the Rathskellar will be having on
"Open Mike Nite" on Friday.
April 28. from 8:30-12 midnight.
All you have to do is show up and
get up on stage. We'll even
provide paper bags for the shy
tvpes!
The Rathskellar will be dancing away the month of May-we ll
keep you posted regarding definite dates when you and your
happy feet can get down and
dance in the Rat
Let us know what you want to
have happening in the Rathskellar. Just drop by the Center
Board Office anytime and give us
vour suggestions--we want to
1 nlertain you!!

New faces
The new team roster for
U C B- is as follow.,
Our new beloved leader w ill be
Linda Henry. The technical director for the 78-7"J board will be
Tom Shelton. Mike Sl.afer will
fill the position as chairperson,
while Jeff Horowitz will be vice
chaircr of ho Hollow Tree this
coming school year Mintversity
will be helmed by Jenny Hill.
Handling the task of public
relations will be Lisa Walty as
chaircr, veterans Susan Patch
and Judy Williamson as vice•hairers and Alicia Gibson as a
committee member. The awesome task of film scheduling will
fall on the shoulders of chaircr
Vicki Dean and vice chairer Mark
Womhle. Assisting Vicki on films
will be committee persons Lori
Ftengoff and Lawrence Cooper.
Faced with the task of booking
interesting anil entertaining lectures will be I)r Martin Arbagi
as chairer and Steve Kapp as
viee-chairer. Scsie Seeberger.
the chiiirer. w ill he planning new
and exciting special events tor
W.S.U. with the help of vicechairers Karon lemmon and
Richard Aikcns and commute
person Carol /iegler Providing
Susie with special help in the
area of concerts will be Tom
Oualls. The past chairperson of
the board. Tern Gilliam, will be
applying her vast knowledge and
talent into the viee-chairer and
Lottnie Cain will fill in as a
committee member for the Rath.
Last but not least is Trips,
Travel, and Recreation (TT&R).
I t.VK will be headed by the able
.V good looking Rob Kerg. Rob
tvou handsome devil) will be
counting on vice-chairers Roger
Giesel anil Glynna Garrett to
help iim out in planning for
78-7<). H-ould be big trouble, Rob)
Come jo'" 'he University Center Board and get a first hand
experience in pouring 10,000
cups of beer in one hour, putting
up flyers only to have them
ripped down by some schmuck

two minutes later, cleaning up
after baby elephants, and spending long hours writing articles
iikc this. Doesn't the prospect of
being involved in one of Wright
State's most prestigious, fun'loving. and hard-working groups
just make you want to run to 020
or 048 UC and say. "I want to
join the most prestigious, funloving and hard working groups
on campus."
Come on down to the UCB
office or Susan Stockton's and
just say "Take my body."
They will.
Nursing student Tom Shelton perform* a neat operation on this
watermelon. Just think, the surgeons of the world have to start
somewhere!

Familiar faces around Wright State-no. they aren't the custodial
staff of the Phvs Ed building. They're Joey Edmonds and Thom
Curly to be appearing as May Daze' MC's!

May Daze keeps
good times rollin'
Remember ali that sick humor
you had to digest along with all
sour beer the past two October
Daze? Well, the comedy team of
Edmunds and C'urley are off and
running and will be back with us
this May Daze. thanks to 'he
University Center Board's Special Events Committee. Real
strange guys, those two. With
their crazy sound effects they
add style and finesse to their
intellectualizing on such academia subjects as marijuana, first
dates, and contraceptives.
Joey Edmunds and Thom Curlev have appeared on the Tonight
Show . Mike Douglas, Merv Griffin, and Saturday Nite live, plus
opening for acts like Harrv
Chapin. Billy Joel. George Benson and many o.hers, Don": miss
them at May Daze this spring—
they 're two comedians you won't
want to stay sober for!
Which brings us to the subject
of the beer booth also brought to
you by the Center Board Just as

a future trivia question, last May
Daze the Center Board poured
18.000 cups of beer. Let's sec
what all you fans in the stands
can do this year!
I h e Center Board wants to get
you in the mood for summer with
.1 watermelon festival. Don't worry, we'll wait and let the weather
get a little warmer, so this May
look for a great watermelon feast
with live bands outside the University Center.
Other events in the gestation
stage of the game is an "Anything Goes" in late April. If you
can stuff 4500 marbles in your
mouth or do jumping jacks while
singing "In the Good Ole Summertime." this may be the event
for you. Current Chairman Special Events. Tom Shelton. also is
looking into the possibility of a
sledding party with truckfuls ot
teflon, and raffling off an evening with President Carter. Good
times in store!

UCB SUPERWEEK May 15-21
Ready for a week ihat 'x ill
almost be as good as a spring
break in the middle of Spring
Quarter? It's lICB's "Super
Week" and it will run from
Monday. May 15 through Sunday, May 21. So hold on-tbere's
relief in sight and it's closer man
you think!!
To start the week off is the
lecture by J. Allen Hvnek on
Monday As Icctyuca) a<t>'isor of,
the movie "Close Encounters of

the Third Kind." Hvnek will
speak oil UFO studies at 8 p.m.
in the Wright State Main Gym
A special treat is in store for
all 011 Friday afternoon 11:30
a.m. 1:30 p.m. Play fair will arlive and treat you to a fund romp
on the campus quadrangle. What
is
-there to experience
it!

Friday and Saturday is the
fitly ic 61 Vie w v * >ith',a big
ilouVlt featt/re of "Alice Dot-n'!

I ive Here Anymore" ami "Three
Women." Playing in 112 Oelman
tor M. "Alice" Shoutimes are
6:30 and 10:40 p.m. and "Women" 8-25 and 12:35 p.m.
I'o en.' -ip ihe big week UCB
can tak. MI white water rafting
on the t I".?t River in West
Virginia. TJrave he rapids on an
all-day trip Sunday. Mav 21.
Bui the super "vent of Super
Wfek-is H a m Chapin in concert
on Tuesday. May Ifc. The University Center Board and Py
ramid Productions will be sponsoring a special thre--hoi« i'apj»v Chapin Concert a: n p
in
auf own main gym in the PE
Building. Tickets will gi, on sale
« b'CB's Hollow Tree Box Office
or. Monday. April 24. St. 50 for
itudeivs J7.00 for general public. Tickets will be on sale at
other off-campus 'ocations. but
(fee Student discount is available
oniy on-campi:*. ("here will be no
res«rv£»< seats, only general ad
Biiisior. Remem!>er all ticket-,
eat. be purchased at the Hollow
Tree Box Office in the lower level
of the University Center Hours
i r e Mon-Fn. II a.m.-4 p.m. Just
coll S~3.."*W0 for more information. We'll be glsd to entertain
you!

SUPER SPY
On Thursday, Aori1 6 at 12
mwp one of the United States
most ingenious spies will be on
the Wright State .-air pus. No. be
won't be digging up some espionage and up-ising intricate
plots of subterfuge. He'll be
lecturing in 109 Oelman until 2
p.m. and it's free. Peter N,
James, author, lecturer and l%2
physics graduate from Case
Western Reserve, w ill discuss his
revelations concerning governmental corruption and a littleknown super spy unit bases at
WPAFft. The lecture will include
James' perceptions as a past
engineer spy for the CIA. slides
and a question and answer period. Be thcre--12 noon in 109
Oeleman-free from the University Center Board Lecture Scri«-s
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A magnetic 'poleish'joke
jiTUTTGART. WEST GERMANY (AP) -The
German newspaper Deutsche Zeitung today
reported that at 0736 Greenwich Mean time
(2:36 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time) yesterday
the earth's magnetic poles reversed.
According to informed sources. Dr. Helmut
Stuck, professor emeritus of geophysics at the
Geologic Institute of Stuttgart, was the first to
notice this phenomenon. "1 dropped a paper
clip onto the floor and tried to retrieve it with a
magnet." explained Stuck with the aid of an
interpreter. "It was then that I noticed
something very different; the poles seemed to
be opposite."
STUCK SAID HE immediately contacted
fellow scientific colleagues around the world.
At Cornell University in New York, renown
geologist Dr. K.E. Benson staled that he and a
team of scientists have been studying polar
reversal for years and have proof that this
changing has occured in the past on many
occasions.
Benson explained. "The earth's interior is
like a big bar magnet that a boy scout carries
around in his pocket. It has a north and south
pole like the earth at, approximately, the
geographic north and south poles." He went on
to say invisible lines of force extend from pole
to pole that compose the earth's magnetic field
BENSON AND his associates found elongated grains of magnetite and other iron-rich
I minerals in a basalt. They theorize that the
grmi of magneiitc aligned to the poles, cooled

in a magma, and became "frozen" in thai
position when the magma crystallized.
"We treated these mineral grains like fossil
compasses." Benson said, "and were able to
determine the polarity of ancient magnetic
fields and the orientation of those fields with
respect to the present one. This reversing of
the poles has happened before."
A/el Hackworth. a member of Benson's
research team, feels that many in the scientific
community will scoff at the findings "but just
wait until thev get their compasses out...they'll
really lay some logs."
STICK'S DISCOVERY and Benson's re
scarch have brought reactions from all over the
world. A spokesperson for the FA A commented. "We had some air traffic controllers and
pilots who thought they were crazy, but we just
reversed everything we said and things arc fine
now. We haven't lost anyone yet. I think "
In Washington. President Carter was quoted
as saying. "Hey, 1 can cut out this accent
because now I come from the north!" Porno
star Marilyn Chambers expressed concern from
her bed in Hollywood, "Now how will I know
which way is up." she lamented. And in an
exclusive NBC interview on the Today Show.
Dr. Wilfred von Keller, noted geologist and
author of the book, ICH HABE ROCKS IN
MF.1NEM HEAD, summarized the polar rever
sal. "Der world ist now opposite...es ist how
you Amerikaners say "arse backward'."

'Lists' lists all
subjects into light ar.d leaves
Ihem there for the reader to read
with wonder.
At best. The Book of Lists is
Bing Crosby wore a size 7 1/2
shoe; Greenland is the largest extremely interesting, frequently
island in the world; George revealing, and a fast-paced, en
Washington snored; a zarf is a tertaining book At it's worst, the
holder for a handleless coffee book is as boring as any you'll
cup; and John Lennon has taken ever read.
If you like to digest a book
LSD
These facts, and others just as slowly, perhaps reading a few
amazing, can be found in The pages at a time and then laying it
Hook of Lists, by David Wallech- aside for a while. The Book o)
insky, Irving Wallace, and Amy Lists is definitely recommended.
Wallace, published in 1977 by But if you're more inclit«ed to
reading a book at one sitting, this
Bantam Books
With items ranging from the book is boring to the extreme.
IN FACT, it can be so boring
longest rivers in the world to the
sexual abberations and pccular- that you soon discover you coulditics of 20 well known men. The n't care less whether or not
Book of Lists brings many little Socrates was supported by his
known and even less cared about wife.
By MIKE HOSIER
l.uardlan Special Writer

COACH FOUR APARTMENTS
One Bedroom Garden
Two Bedroom Townhouses

Tuition

(continued from page 1)
alone, a six percent salary hike

would raise quarterly tuition by
$17.50.
Committee members almost
unanimously point an accusing

finger at the Ohio General Assembly and the Ohio Board of
Regents for the proposed tuition
hike.
"WE HAVE A lot of part-time

students." said one committee
source, "and the Regent's dist-

Recreational Facilities

ribution formula gives money to
schools with more full time
equivalent sludents."

Call 253-2504 or 254-0688

The Rathskellar now has
.^ss^^sssssssssssssss

THE SANDWICH
BY THE OUNCE

That's right, folks! Order any size
roast beef or ham sandwich
for only 2CX oz.fixed just the way you
Don't forgetmovies every Wednesday 12-3 and 6 until.
this Wednftsrtnv-cnrtr»r>n«l
iiwiniiMimgniiiimi in n ii«wwrnwnTii»oi»WTin—n—f—itimcnm—IWIII i m i
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Pruett learned 'ABCs' of media at network

By JAN1E CARROLL
l.iurdiui SUH Writer

After four years of college,
many member* of the freshman
class of 1974 are ready to leave
Wright State for bigger and
better things Man- students are
worried about the scarcity of jobs
today and after four years of
college wonder if the education
will help their chances for employment.
Four years ago was also when
Dr. Robert Pruett, associate professor and chairman of the Communications Department, came
to Wright State. "Prior to teach-

ing, I also had been worrying
about employment and teaching
came after years of struggle in
both education and mass media." he said.
Dr. Pruett's background can
be used as a model for students
who will be graduating this year.
By examining Pruett's own
struggle for a job, students can
see how employment often comes
by chance and not always in the
individual's chosen field.
Pruett graduated from Notre
Dame with a bachelor's degree in
marketing. After graduation,
Pruett contacted various television networks in Chicago in

hopes of obtaining a job selling
programs to networks. Pruett
landed a job at ABC and began
work in the mailroom.
Pruett was able to work in
other areas of the media because
of absences during personnel
vacations. Si» months out of the
year, Pruett worked in such areas
as broadcasting, production, and
traffic communication.
"Advancement was hard at
ABC and I did not want to
remain in the mailroom for the
required five or sis years. Un'ke
Bob Matropotis and Mike Jacobson who remained and later
became anchormen, I tried for

another position," he said. In
1960 after the Republican Convention, Pruett was promised a
job at an ABC affiliate in Holly
wood. Pruett went to Hollywood
only to find that the job offer was
premature. He learned of a
possible job in Arizona but held
out for ABC Finally he was
given a job at a local radio
station. KBC. and after a year in
the mailroom. he became scriptwriter.
"The need for vacation relief
announcers enabled me to take a
job as broadcaster," Pruett said.
"While at KBC I learned of a job
as announcer for a children's

Personals
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I Classified Add
Foi Sale
FOR SALE AM/FM push
button radio for Aspen or
Volare built in front rear Tader
control plus 6 « 9 speaker i40.
Leave note in mailbox 1688 3
-8
FOR SALE: Bio 301 Health by
Jean Mayer $7.00 Textbook of
ans*«>sy and physiology by
Kolthoff $10.00. 3 28
FOR SAIE: Ed 403 Child
Development and Personality
by
Mussen/Conger/Kagan
with study guide $8. 3-28
FOR SALE: TRAYNOR YGL-3
AMI'. PIENTY OF POWER.
NEW TUBES AND COVER
$150.00. t all Steve 878-0187.
3-28

Help Wanted
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach
English conversation. No experience, degree, or Japanese
required. Send long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
details. Japan-349. 411 W.
Center. Centralia. WA.98531.
3-3-3 31
WE ARE paying subjects to
participate in a psychological
study of interpersonal behavior. If you would like to
exchange I-I 1/2 hours of
your time for beer money
contact Dr. Schulz at the
Department of Psychology
(307 Oelman) or call extension
2391 3-8-5-5
HELP WANTED: Amateur
Photographer with good equipmcnt and car needed. Pay
on per photo basis. Flexible
hours. Call 276-5996. 3-28

Automotive
FOR SALE. 1950 Ford V, Ton.
6 ft. flat bed. hclyd . 3 speed,
new king pins, new leaf
springs, complete brakt system, reworked, 4 spare rims.
2 spare chrome reverse, bucket seats. $600. Call After 6 at
572-4822. 3-8
FOR SALE: Honda 400,. 1
year old, 11.(XX) miles, has
estras. Call 434-4090, after
5:30. 3-8
FOR SALE: l%9 Firebird 350.
V8, automatic. Some dents,
bul interior very good. Many
extra... Must sell. $600^ 8371852 or mailbox S33. 3 28
FOR SALE: 1973 TRIUMPH
SPITFIRE, Convertible with
boot, hardtop, full tonean cover. half tonean cover, new
brakes, new Pirelli radials.
A.M. radio, excellent mechanical shape. $2,600. Call Ted at
879-2207. 3-28
FOR SALE: HONDA 400 4
cylinder II,(XX) miles $850.
434-4090. after S o'clock. 3 28
FOR SALE. 66 passenger
school bus. Good condition.
Great for schools and churches $1500. C all 256-6986. after
8 p.m. 3-9
FOR SALE: 1962 Dodge Dart
Runs super, good transportalion. Call Darrell at 254 9906
39

HELP WANTED: 3-4 hours
per week, cleaning house in
Bcavtrcreek. Call Pete 4261512. 3 28-3-29

Wanted
WANTED to buy: Pop-up.
Fold-out. or tent camper, in
good condition at a reasonable
price. Will pay cash. Call Tom
at 278-1804 3-8

Beavercreek — 3 miles from
school. Room and Board utilities paid $135 per month.
426 8503. i-3-10
WILL IX) typing. 75 cents per
page. For more information,
call 879 2851. 2-24 3 30
•
ROOMS: Roommate needed.
Female, to help share apt at
Bonnie Villa $94.00 month.
Contact Mistv at 426-5577. 3-8

Share a Ride
NEED A RIDE from Shoop
Mill-N. Main area to WSU,
Tues. Wed. Thurs during
Spring quarter Will help with
gas. Leave a note in mailbox
KHI68 or contact Beth at
278-2208 3-8
WANTED: A ride from Fairborn to WSU Main Campus
on Mondays and Wcdnes
days from 2 p.m. till 10 p.m
Will pay gas expenses. 3-28

Lost & Found
DESPERATELY need lost
Spanish textbook i Hable espar.oK' by Allan, and spiral
notebook (bright green). Left
by public phone at Allvn's
front door on Thursday.
March 2. 1978. PLEASE contact me at 434-3937 or L 482"
Thanks!

JE VEUX bien dejeuner et
parler auec vous. mais j'ai
perdu voire numbero de telephone. Jc suis libre lun..
mer.. et ven.. de 10 a 12 et
apres 14. Laissez rnoi un mot
dans ma boite a lettre. R598.
3-2
To the sisters of Phi Mu:
Hope your 126th anniversary
was great and may you have
many more. Greek love, the
sisters of Alpha Xi Delta. 3-6.
WANTED: Pam Jones for the
attempted murder of "Crash"
Carter, fraud, and the kidnapping of a 1978 Harley
Davidson tricycle. Reward: an
autographed
picture
of
"Crash" Carter. 3-6-2.
SANDMEN HAVE the gun.
but the female personnel have
much better standard equipment. so who needs a weapon? Help!'! 3-28
POP is coming-March 31!:"
Watch out for the greatest
show on earth!! Brought to
vou by UCB. 3-8
TO: Hotstuff. in the tight blue
jeans with joy. Yea you. the
good looking, sexy, short,
feathered hair, blonde in the
RAT 3-2-78 at 9:30. Baby. I'm
in love with you. What's your
name little girl, what's your
-sr.ic? Letters to C-9. Guard
your cookies cuz I'm gonna
get cm!
Love, the cookie
monster!! 3-6.
fhanks to who returned my
blue denim pencil case.
Connie 3-8
TO THE Snndperson-Ne-,t
tim<- K!i i?e in shape-The

program, and asked ABC for a
leave. They refused me and 1
quit only to find myself out of
employment when 1 tailed to get
the job."
With no jobs in sight Pruett
enlisted in the army n 1961. Two
things happened on the day he
was to enter. One, it snowed
heavily, and two, he was told ht
would be spending eight weeks
in a small base in Missouri that
was known for its record breaking snow falls.
"You could get out of the
Army at that time." so I told the
recruiter I wanted to go back to
(See'PRUETT',pege 7(
IN MEMORY of "Crash"
Carter, who has gon- to the
tricycle repair shot in the sky.
At great personal sacrifice
warned us all that rubber
duckies case cancer, only to
be cut down in his witty,
intelligent, and handsome
youth. May he rest in peace
and may his tricycle never
rust. 3-2
CAP'N MIKE: Procuring a
room is the CMO's job. Next
time contact her. Thank you.
Chief Engineer Beth and Lt.
Commander Hawkeye. 3-2
WHO WERE the 2 ZTA's
with greasy hair in Daytona
f*jm t!v? Jail Birds. 3-28
CONGRATULATIONS;
Rita
Chico. Mike Cruz and Gwen
Allman, for winning in the
"Basket of Booze" raffel.
Thanks to you and many
others we were able to have a
fun day1 with children at DayIon Childrens Psychiatric Hospital. 3-2
ALPHA XI'S: You've got it
wrong! The party was fun, the
hotel was great; but my head
and my stomach said I stayed
up loo late! Plop-plop-fizzfizz! Sig Eps will never be the
same! 3-6.
THETA DELTA Phi would
like to thank the Barfly's and
men of Aplha Gamma Mu. for
coming to Vice Night, making
ing it a success. To the other
frati-rnaties
that
either
couldn't or wouldn't see fit to
try tv improve inter fraternal
relations come on out <•/ your
glass houses, and ^atty. 3-2

JO THE lad> in silver-long
may youi fu>ct fus«*. S.M.
_ 3-28

TO rHE men of Phi Kappa
Tau You're paddle is further
from your heart than you'd
drtam! 3-2

l

Rooms
Help Wanted
Aides
For Sale
Lost an'j Found
Miscellaneous
Rates:

Students-free

10 cents 3 '.vord

UiflneturtT

GUARDIAN CLASS4MD AD FORM
Date
Addraa

Phone

Social Security number
No. words

j

Tiirvsrun

| Maximumtwice

Date Inserted

Amount

Writing must be legible

Pruett

(continued from page 6)
school. Pruett said.
Pruett enrolled at Northern
Illinois U n i v e i s i t y . By chance,
one of his courses was cancelled
and he was advised to take a
course in contemporary public
address. W i t h the help of his
adviser. Dr. Wood. Pruett became mote and more enthusiastic
in speech education.
" I was still interested in net
work accounting." Pruett said,
" b u l Dr. Wood encouraged me
to try teaching. By being at the
right place at the right l i m e 1 was
able to obtain a job at a four-year
junior college in Bartlet. Illinois.
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population 5 0 0 . "
Pruett enjoyed teaching and
went on to receive a Ph.d from
Bowling Green University. He
then taught at George State and
guest lectured at various univer
silies before coming to Wright
State.

teachings. The Communication
program at W n g h t State continues to grow with Pruett leaching such courses as broadcasting,
m a s i communication, and journalism.
'' W r i g h l State is the best job

I've had so f a r . " Pruett said. The
communication staff and the university administration are so
co-operative thai plans for future
courses which take a year at
olher universities take only one
quarter h e n

However. Pruett said that his
true passion lies in being a
professional
baseball
player.
' Perhaps when 1 come back the
second t i m e around I ' l l get l o be
what I've always wanted "

" I could never have gotten
where I am today if I hadn't been
at the right place at the right
l i m e . " Pruett said " M a n y people helped me along the way and
many jobs I had never even
considered in college became
available to m o . "
Pruett's television background
has also helped him in his

Ask Us
I) / paid for a parking deeal when paying for my tuition and
tees, classes have started and I have not received my deeal. Do I
j have to park in K-lot?
I'arking services mailed the parking decals on Wednesday.
Thursday, and Friday of last week so you should be receiving your
parking deeal in the nent day or so. If you do not receive a deeal by
Friday, you can contact Parking Services, 241 Allyn. extension

•2152.
I'arking Services is not ticketing deeal parking areas the first
week of classes

I 2) I have not received my winter quarter grades. When will they
| he mailed out ?
I
l l lakes four or five days for the Registrar's Office to mail a
j quarter's grades out. The last hatch of winter quarter grades was
\ mailed on M o n d a y . M a r c h 27.

ON THE PURCHASE Of
2 LOAVES O f IN STORE BAKED

Italian Bread

Nodnoa Nodnoo Nodnoo
1 2 9 4 N Fairfield Rd , Beavercreek
4 2 5 D 3 y t o n Ave . Xenia
2 5 6 E Yellow S p r i n g s Rd., F a i r b o r n

AIVIITKEI ITIMPOiKY
t a c h ol theve i d t f l i w d items i t r e q u i r e d to be readily available tor u W tn e a c h kroner t t o r e e t c e p t at
tpectlicallv n o l f d tn thri ad I I we do run owl ol an advertised i t e m » e w i l l o l l f t » o n v o w c h o i c e ol a
( o m e a r a b l e i t e m w h e n available r e f i e c t i n f the tame u v w i f i or a r a i r x h e < i w h i c h will entitle vow to
purchase I he advertised i t e m at the advertised Once w t h i n JO d a . i

Ask us is a service af the Office of Student Development.
•t .Minimal questions or information may be referred to the
Information Center, extention 2310. or the Office ol Student
Development. 122 AUyn Hiitl. extension 2711.

Gordon R. Clarke
Christian Science lecture
Gordon Clarke's forthcoming Christian Science leculre here calls
for radical reliance on spiritual, rather than material, values
H' is giving the lectare in he h i l t of the Christian Science
Organization on March '0 1978 a! 101 Fawcett Hall 11:30 a m M r
Clarke points out in the talk, " w e ' v e got to admit one basic
premise: all good originates in God, Spirit; it can he found
nowhere e l s e . "
He continues: " I f you lack good right now. it's because you've
b e r n looking to matter t o It no it. Matter is the very opposite of
Spirit. Looking to matter for good is like looking west to
the_
i u n rise "
M r . Clarke contends that Scripture supports the importance of
spiritual p a r i t i e s . cit.ng the i l m o n i t i o n of the Apostle James
" D r a w nigh to God. and he w i l l draw nigh to y o u . "
" O n e ,'hing is e r r t a i n . " say^ the lecturer, " e v e r y step taken
towards M o w i n g God better reveals two things: Spirit. God. is the
one source of abundant good, and Spirit. God. is always present to
bestow i t . "
The title of the lecture is " T h e Touch of S p i r i t . " M r . Clarke,
active in the healing ministry of the Church o f Christ. Scientist, for
more than 20 years, w i l l be introduced by Curt Cadcn.
The lecture is free and open to the canvpus community.

March 30, 1978
lOI Fawcett Hall 11-.30 am
G O R D O N R. CLARKE
Christian Science
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Raiders credit to WSU
By JEFF KEENER
Guardian Sporta Writer
WSU's wheelchair basketball
learn competed in the Second
Annual Intercollegiate Wheelchair Basketball Tournament.
March I M S . hosted by Southwest State University.
The Raiders defeated last
year's
defending
champion.
Southern Illinois University, 4726
and having two players. Mike
Moleskv and Tim Luebke, were
selected to the all-tournament
second team.
THE RAIDERS placed fourth
in the tournament, which was
won by the University of Illinois.
The area of weakness for WSU
was their defense. WSU allowed
44.25 points per game while
scoring only 35.75.
John Northwood. the team's
center, continually lead the team
in scoring and finished the tourney as the sixth best scorer with
49 points. Guard Mike Moleskv
rounded out the top-ten in scoring with 31 points.
WRIGHT STATE played the
opening game of the tourney
against the eventual champion,

Israel

the University of Illinois and lost
46-28. The Raiders were trailing
30-6 at the half, however they
outseored Illinois 22-16 the second-half.
Willie Gayle. adapted physical
education director, filled in as
coach for Bob Williams who
couldn't make the trip.
One of the players. Bob Meister said, "Having Willie coach
didn't hurt us at all. You might
say we played better because he
helped us prepare ourselves for
the games. It was a pressure we
weren't used to."
GAYLE WRAPPED up the
teams performance by saying,
"The guys did a great job. They
played well and were a credit to
the university both on and off the
court.
The tournament action in Minnesota concluded the season, but
the drive is on for next year.
Recruiting plans arc in motion
and the current players must
buckle dowr. and conform to new
eligibility requirements set down
by the new intercollegiate league
which is slated to start next
season.

The WSU golf team tees
into action this week with
their opening match *gai ist
University of Dayton on
Thursday at Holly Hills in

Sports Shorts
Waynesville. The veteran
team is coached by Chuck
Licher and is headed by junior
Tim O'Neal who finished last
season with a 76.8 average.

Also returning from last
year's squad are Chuck McKelvey and Dave Penrod.
-while Dave Novotny returns
after missing last season.
^

sophomores

CHECK OUT
LIFE AFTER COLLEGE.
If you're interested in becoming
better prepared during college for
life after college, then

YOUR
' E INVITED:
A R M Y , N A V Y , M A R I N E S , AIR FORCE

JOB FAIR '78
Take this o p p o r t u n i t y to learn about
career opportunities from personnel
placement professionals

(continued from page 4)
some determination could be made. Both sides in conflict have
committed atrocities for the flimsiest of excuses. 3n the end they
both may be wrong.
If they are it may teach us a lesson that there are no special
cases, that a crime is a crime no-matter in what name it was
committed. Which is greater, the cold-blooded murder of 37
people or the violation of national sovereignty which could touch
off a holocaust much worse than that which has brutalized the
Jews?
All that can be said is that both nations have buried their dead.

APRIL 12, 1 9 7 8 1 0 : 0 0 a m t o 3 : 0 0 p m
UNIVERSITY CENTER R o o m 0 4 3

While you're there, check out the Army ROTC two-year program
Management training Leadership experience Financial assistance
And new opportunities in life after college as an officer in the active
Army. Army Reserve or Army National Guard

University Food services
welcomes you back
We're sure glad you survived
the Winter of 78, and to continue
your vim and vigor University Food
Services proudly presents W'SU's FIRST
health food bar featuring
egg fu-yung
eggplant parmesean
order separately, or take both for only .95$
also available

assorted dark & whole wheat breads frozen yogurt regular yogurt
bean sprouts tossed safad assorted juices sunflower seeds

All located bv the Universitv Center Grill area
Health Bar available this Wednesday
for the next 4 Wednesdays

